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Price
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132

Research study concerning the small but useful link between Paris
The United States Diplomatic Pouch in the Siege
and the normal mail systems during the Siege of Paris via the US
of Paris [Pamphlet] Ernst M. Cohn
Diplomatic pouch

$15.00

Reprint from 1976 Congress Book. Pages are
clean without marks or any defect

1457

A Chronology of French Military Campaigns and
Expeditions With Their Postal Markings 1815 1983 [Spiral-bound] William M. Waugh and
Stanley J. Luft and Robert G. Stone

Philatelic expression of the chronology of French Wars,
campaigns, expeditions and minor involvements of more or less
military character from 1815 to the present.

$65.00

pages clean with out defect. Some age
discoloration on cover . Item looks like new

3579

Spink-Behr La Collection La Fayette Erreurs des
Classiques de France [Paperback] spunk-Behr

The La Fayette collection is probably the best collection of French
classics in existence, It boasts most of the greatest rarities of
France

$11.95

3814

Barthe's Mail Smuggling Scheme in the Siege of
Paris [Pamphlet] Ernst M. Cohn

Details the smuggling of mail during the Siege of Paris

$10.00

Pages without defect. Front page shows some
'foxing' at bottom but rest of pages clean and
tight.

$99.95

Sound and clean. May have owners label on
front piece. Pages firm

$45.00

Clean and sound. Pages and binding are firm and
tight. Appears never used.

4625

4632

Item Name

Item Description

While this is a book on early French cancellations, and not a
The Cancellations on French Stamps of the
philatelic discussion of the issues on which they were struck, still
Classic Issues 1849-1876. With an article on The
some general account of these issues, and of the chronology in
Maritime Posts, 1849-76. [Hardcover] Lesgor,
which they appeared, seems desirable for the convenience of the
Raoul & Meade Minnigerode
reader
Les Cartes-Maximum de France des Orignines a
Description both verbal and visual of French Maxi cards
1988 [Hardcover] Bertin, Bosquet, Brana,
Chagniot & Thenard

5006

Catalogue specialise des Timbres de France
Tome I (1849-1900) [Hardcover] Yvert & Tellier

Detail catalogue on early French stamps and postal history with
illustrations

$44.95

pages are clean without marks. Cover sound.
Dust cover shows wear. Pages and binding are
firm

6022

The French "Departements Conquis" 1791-1815
Their chronology, civil postoffices having
postmarks, and typical postmarks [Paperback]
William M. Waugh

Main types of the civil post marks are illustrated and the list of
postoffice towns having been reported with markings is as
complete as the accessible sources permit

$35.00

Pages clean. Cover sound but shows some age
discoloration on edge. Cover and pages are firm
and tight

6451

The Porter W. Venn Collection of Exceptional
Quality Stamps of France [Paperback] Robert A.
Siegel Auction Gallery

Well illustrated in color and descriptions of stamps of France in
exceptional quality

$35.00

6524

6562

Timbres et Types Vol. V Le Type Blanc
Description and illustrations of Le Type Blanc 1900-1932
[Pamphlet] Pierre De Lizeray
The Edwarrd M. Gilbert Collection Part II-France
These collections contain many of philately's greatest rarities.
and Colonies Postage Stamps and Postal History
Auction catalog featuring 1400 lots illustrated in color or stamps
[Paperback] Boule in association with H.R.
and postal history of France and Colonies
Harmer

$30.00

Pages and binding are firm. Some edge corner
bends.

$35.00

Never used. Pages and binding are firm and tight.
Pages and cover clean without defect
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6566

Item Name

Item Description

Auction catalog of over 1250 lots illustrated in color. This
collection is filled with hundreds of incredibly scarce stamps,
The Rolfe E. Wyer Collection of French Colonies varieties, errors-and even some select covers-many of which woill
[Hardcover] Spink Shreves Galleeriees
not be seen again for years to come. There is no doubt that this
collection of French Colonies and French Offices Abroad is one of
the finest ever formed

Price

Condition

$38.75

Never used. Pages and binding are firm and tight.
Pages and cover clean without defect

8310

211 Corinphila Stamp Auction FRANCE
Collection Besancon (Part II) [Hardcover]
Corinphila Auctions

Well illustrated auction catalog of 223 various lots of French
postal history & stamps that are well described and illustrated in
color. A valuable resource for the collector of French philately

$65.00

Auction catalog NEW. Dustcover and pages clean
without defect. Appears never used.

8313

208 Corinphila Stamp Auction FRANCE
Collection Besancon (Part I) [Hardcover]
Corinphila Auctions

Well described auction catalog of 186 lots illustrated in color.
Covers the period of 1849 to 1870. A valuable reference for the
collector of French philately.

$65.00

Pages and Cover clean and fresh. Condition NEW
and appears never used. Dustcover shows some
wrinkles and bumping on spine.

8593

The Bordeaux Issue of 1870-1871 [MP3 CD
Library Binding] Ruth and Gardner Brown

A valuable reference identifying the Bordeaux Issue of France

$200.00

Pages and binding are firm and tight. Cover and
pages are clean without defect. Appears never
used and probably classified as NEW

$21.95

Paper back covers a bit worn. Pages are like new
and it looks as if the volume had not been used!

$35.00

Two pamphlets. Pages and binding are firm and
tight. Cover sound except for age discoloration
on spine. Pages clean without defect.

$30.00

Pages and binding are firm and tight. Pages clean
without defect. Cover sound except for age
discoloration on spine

$40.00

Pages and binding are firm and tight. Pages clean
without defect. Cover sound except for age
discoloration on spine. Include 2 pamphlets with
cover is 1853-60 issue of the Empire; the 10
centimes bistre & the first perforated statmps of
the Empire 1862

3716-a

Bertrands Memorial Philatelique Volume Vi La Volume VI covers France from 1849 to 1900. Includes descriptions
France [Paperback] Gustave Bertrand
and color plates

4623a

French Philatelic Facts October 1950 &
February 1951 [Pamphlet] Brainerd Kremer

The intention of this publication is to present the story of the
stamps of France as completely and concisely as possible. These
publications include the cancellation (1853-1862 issue); the
stamps of the Empire 1863-70 (Napoleon III with laurel wreath);
The siege of Paris Issue (October-December 1870) &amp;
Newspaper stamps

4623b

French Philatelic Facts June 1951 [Pamphlet]
Brainerd Kremer

The intention of this publication is to present the story of the
stamps of France as completely and concisely as possible. This
edition details the Balloon Post of the Siege of Paris

French Philatelic Facts February 1950 & June
1950 [Pamphlet] Brainerd Kremer

The intention ofthis publication is to present the story of the
stamps of France as completely and as concisely as possible. This
publication is a continuation of the October 1949 issue and
presents Essays; Includes stamps of the Empire 1853-1860
(continues to next issue June 1950) which includes the first
perforated stamps of the Empire 1862

4623d
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4683c

French Philatelic Facts October 1949
[Pamphlet] Brainerd Kremer

The intention of this publication is to present the story of the
stamps of France as completely and as concisely as possible. This
edition covers the cancellations of the 1849-50 issue stamp; the
Presidency Issue of 1852. Well illustrated with descriptions.

$20.00

Pages and binding are firm and tight. Pages clean
without defect. Cover sound but shows age
discoloration

P-1462

Billig's Specialized Catalogue Volume 5 France
Plating of the 20 Centimes, Blue Issue 1863
[Paperback] General G. Dumont

40 pages of illustrations showing the plating details of the 20
Centime Issue

$35.00

Cover bit aged. Pages crisp and clean. Pages and
binding firm and tight

P-1549

Catalogue des Obliterations D'Alsace-Lorraine
1849-1871 [Paperback] Ch. Schott

Written in French and German. Shows cancel types and lists the
areas and times they were used.

$25.00

Some creases on cover. Sound pages

P-3381

Postage Stamps of French Territories officially
used for non Postal purposes (revenue-savingscurrency) [Pamphlet] Henri Janton

Deals with stamps official used for postal purposes (revenuesavings-currency)

$30.00

Booklet with clean pages without any defect.
Cover with a bit of age staining. Pages and
binding are firm and tight. Minimal usage

P-3562

France 19th Century Specialozed - A Special
Study of the Issues on France 1849-1900,
Varieties, Shades, Etc. [Spiral-bound] Raoul
Lesgor

A special study of the issues of France 1849-1900, varieties,
shades, etc....

$45.00

Pages and binding are firm. Some age
discoloration on spine. Pages sound

P-3564

France Specialized [Plastic Comb] Raoul Lesgor

A listing of the stamps of France with varieties and cancellations
and the prices at which they can be obtained from the Nassau
Stamp Co. (1946)

$33.95

Pages and binding are firm. Pages clean. Minor
creases on cover and missing rungs on plastic
comb.

P-3818

Colonies Francaises et Bureaux a l'Etranger
ETUDE DES TIMBRES SURCHARGES ET DES
EMISSIONS D'IMPRESSION LOCALE DE 1852 a
1919 [Paperback] Baron de VINCK de
WINNEZEELE

Specialized information on French Colony surcharges. Useful and
scarce information!!

$95.00

Pages show aging. Spine damaged. Some pages
are almost loose. Needs to be rebound!!!

P-3865

Behr 32nd Private Treaty Sale of France,
Colonies & Europe November 1986 to March
1987 [Paperback] Bernard Behr Auctions

Useful reference material showing classic French stamps and
postal history

$20.00

2 Volumes. Sale descriptions & 1 volume of color
and black-white plates. Pages and binding are
firm and clean. A valuable reference for the
collector of French classic stamps.

P-4132

Initiation Aux Obliterations Francaises
[Paperback] Vincent Pothion

Examples and descriptions of postal markings covering the period
from the 1600's

$65.00

P-4638

Catalogue des Varietes de France 1900-1949
[Paperback] Wanos et De Belleville

Detailed specialized catalog including some illustrations of
varieties of stamps issued from 1900 to 1949

$50.00

Fresh and clean with a few corner bumps. Pages
and binding are firm and tight. Appears never
used.
Pages and binding intact. Pages show age
discoloration due to poor quality of paper used
during the early periods.
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P-4751

The Pneumatic Post of Paris [Pamphlet] J.D.
Hayhurst

Monograph describing the Pneumatic Post of Paris with
illustrations of postal stationery and table of tariffs.

Price

Condition

$30.00

Pages and binding are firm and tight. Pages
clean. Appears never used. Slight bend at right
edge.
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